
ESSAY ON THE THEME OF LORD OF THE FLIES

Explain how the author develops this theme throughout the novel. The Lord of the Flies by William Golding is a novel in
which the theme of.

Lord of the Flies offers no clear solution to this question, provoking readers to contemplate the complex
relationships among society, morality, and human nature. Ralph repeats his belief in their rescue throughout
the novel, shifting his hope that his own father will discover them to the far more realistic premise that a
passing ship will be attracted by the signal fire on the island. The murders of Simon and Piggy demonstrate the
boys' complete descent into savagery. The group at first tries to assemble a type of demcratic government in
which Ralph is elected leader. Simon has the revelation that evil isn't simply a component of human nature,
but an active element that seeks expression. These natural talents are demonstrated by a 12 year old boy
named Ralph, he uses his skills to survive in the insane island in the novel, Lord of the Flies. China's cultural
revolution had not yet occurred, but its communist revolution was fresh in Western memory. How does
William Golding use it in such a simple story of English boys to precisely illustrate how truly destructive
humans can be. The boys have created the island to be a democratic place which shows a civilised side to them
as they try to mimic the homes they have just left. The ultimate scene of the novel, in which the boys weep
with grief for the loss of their innocence, implicates contemporary readers in the boys' tragedy. Writers, who
through the use of clever symbolism, mocked the tragedy of man's fate. The different themes all show morals
surrounding situations both good and bad. If they have the conch, no matter who they are or what age they are
they will be given the chance to speak and will be listened to by the rest of the boys. An author who has seen
the destruction of war and despises its inevitable return. Let me ask you this if you were stranded on an island
and you were 12 years old and there was no adults would you go wild He stubbornly holds onto outdated
customs, such as the use of the conch, long after Ralph and Jack realize that the shell no longer holds sway
over the group. He has a strong status as a Lord although it is over something pretty disgusting â€” the flies.
The forest glade that Simon retreats to in Chapter Three is another example of how the boys' loss of innocence
is registered on the natural landscape of the island. Due to the disappearance of humans, Napoleon abuses his
power and gradually transforms into a human. This has an effect on the rest of the boys throughout the novel
as they delve further and further into savagery.


